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CONS P EC TU S

O xides play a central role in important industrial processes, including
applications such as the production of renewable energy, remediation of

environmental pollutants, and the synthesis of fine chemicals. They were
originally used as catalyst supports and were thought to be chemically
inert, but now they are used to build catalysts tailored toward improved
selectivity and activity in chemical reactions. Many studies have compared
the morphological, electronic, and chemical properties of oxide materials
with those of unoxidized metals. Researchers know much less about the
properties of oxides at the nanoscale, which display distinct behavior from
their bulk counterparts. More is known about metal nanoparticles.

Inverse-model catalysts, composed of oxide nanoparticles supported on metal or oxide substrates instead of the reverse (oxides
supporting metal nanoparticles), are excellent tools for systematically testing the properties of novel catalytic oxide materials. Inverse
models are prepared in situ and can be studied with a variety of surface science tools (e.g. scanning tunneling microscopy, X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy, low-energy electronmicroscopy) and theoretical tools (e.g. density
functional theory).Meanwhile, their catalytic activity can be tested simultaneously in a reactor. This approachmakes it possible to identify
specific functions or structures that affect catalyst performance or reaction selectivity. Insights gained from these tests help to tailor
powder systems, with the primary objective of rational design (experimental and theoretical) of catalysts for specific chemical reactions.

This Account describes the properties of inverse catalysts composed of CeOx nanoparticles supported on Cu(111) or CuOx/Cu(111) as
determined through the methods described above. Ceria is an important material for redox chemistry because of its interchangeable
oxidation states (Ce4þ and Ce3þ). Cu(111), meanwhile, is a standard catalyst for reactions such as CO oxidation and the water-gas shift
(WGS). This metal serves as an ideal replacement for other noble metals that are neither abundant nor cost effective. To prepare the
inverse system we deposited nanoparticles (2�20 nm) of cerium oxide onto the Cu(111) surface. During this process, the Cu(111)
surface grows an oxide layer that is characteristic of Cu2O (Cu1þ). This oxide can influence the growth of ceria nanoparticles. Evidence
suggests triangular-shaped CeO2(111) grows on Cu2O(111) surfaces while rectangular CeO2(100) grows on Cu4O3(111) surfaces.

We used the CeOx/Cu2O/Cu(111) inverse system to study two catalytic processes: the WGS (CO þ H2Of CO2 þ H2) and CO
oxidation (2COþ O2 f 2CO2). We discovered that the addition of small amounts of ceria nanoparticles can activate the Cu(111)
surface and achieve remarkable enhancement of catalytic activity in the investigated reactions. In the case of the WGS, the CeOx

nanoparticle facilitated this process by acting at the interface with Cu to dissociate water. In the CO oxidation case, an enhancement
in the dissociation of O2 by the nanoparticles was a key factor.

The strong interaction between CeOx nanoparticles and Cu(111) when preoxidized and reduced in CO resulted in a massive
surface reconstruction of the copper substrate with the introduction of microterraces that covered 25�35% of the surface.
This constitutes a newmechanism for surface reconstruction not observed before. These microterraces helped to facilitate a further
enhancement of activity towards the WGS by opening an additional channel for the dissociation of water.

In summary, inverse catalysts of CeOx/Cu(111) and CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) demonstrate the versatility of a model system to
obtain insightful knowledge of catalytic processes. These systems will continue to offer a unique opportunity to probe key catalytic
components and elucidate the relationship between structure and reactivity of novel materials and reactions in the future.
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1. Introduction
Oxides have come to play a central role in important

industrial processes, and in many instances are the “sine

qua non” involved in chemical applications including the

production of renewable energy, remediation of environ-

mental pollutants, and the synthesis of fine chemicals.1 In

catalysis, the role of oxides has evolved over time, with their

original use as simple supports that were thought to be

chemically inert, to being used today exclusively in the

engineering of catalysts with distinct architecture and com-

position tailored toward achieving optimum selectivity and

activity in chemical reactions.2 Fundamental studies using

surface science tools and theoretical modeling (DFT) have

provided an understanding of oxide chemistry through

careful and systematic experimentation/modeling to

yield unique insights into the distinct morphological, elec-

tronic, and chemical properties of oxide materials that

are readily discerned from the properties of metals with-

out oxygen.3 These studies often related the structure

of catalysts to the chemical reactivity and have been

strikingly advantageous in the rational design of novel

materials and understanding of chemical reaction path-

ways. Furthermore, the unique chemistry of nanomaterials

have been exploited in numerous chemical reactions, but

the phenomenological properties of oxide nanoparticles

are understood to a far lesser extent than that of metal

nanomaterials.4

Inverse oxide/metal catalysts provide a unique bench

mark to understand the role of oxide nanoparticles in

catalytic processes when combined with the fundamental

tools of surface science and density-functional theory (DFT)

calculations.5�10 The inverse model catalyst system is a

variant of themore traditional supported model catalystswith

the distinction that oxide nanoparticles are dispersed on a

metal surface as opposed to the use of the oxide as a support

to disperse small nanoparticles of metals (Figure 1). The

oxide growth can be easily varied from small clusters and

nanoparticles that are a few nanometers (2�20 nm, cover-

age < 1 ML) in size to larger three-dimensional (3-D) micro-

particles (50�300 nm, 1�5 ML) and can even be extended

to ultrathin films (thickness ∼ 1�30 ML) to make compar-

isons to the bulk chemistry of the oxide. The electronic

and chemical properties of the oxide particles can vary

as a function of particle size and due to interactions with the

support. Themetal surface canbe in the formof nonoxidizable

metals such as Au(111)5,6 or readily oxidizable metals such as

Cu(111),11 which is the focus of this Account.

The degree of oxidation occurring on the support metal

has a great influence not only on the growth mode of the

oxide nanoparticle but also on the chemistry associated

with the subsequent reaction under investigation. Move-

ment and spilling over of chemical reactants and redox

agents (O, CO, H2, H2O, etc.) can occur between the oxide

nanoparticle and the support with an interchange of

redox properties between them. In addition, the interface

of the oxide nanoparticle and the metal support can be a

critical player associated with the main reaction pathway.11

In this Account, wewill describe recent, systematic studies

for CeOx/Cu(111) and CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) model catalysts

that illustrate the unique catalytic properties of ceria nano-

particles when present in ceria/metal or ceria/oxide inter-

faces. We are particularly interested in the ceria�copper

oxide systembecause it has been characterized using a large

array of techniques and canbe taken all theway frommodel

surfaces to high-surface area powder catalysts.12,13 The next

section discusses experimental and theoretical studies that

deal with the intrinsic properties of nonsupported ceria

nanoparticles. Then, we will examine the growth mode of

ceria nanoparticles on well-defined surfaces of copper/

copper oxide. This will be followed by a discussion of the

phenomena responsible for the high catalytic activity of

CeOx/Cu(111) and CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) for the water-gas

shift (WGS, CO þ H2O f CO2 þ H2) and CO oxidation

(CO þ O2 f CO2) reactions. The last section of the Account

focuses on nanopatterning in CeOx/Cu(111) induced by the

supported ceria nanoparticles and a new mechanism for

surface reconstruction and enhancement of catalytic activity.

2. Intrinsic Properties of Ceria Nanoparticles
In the area of catalysis, nanoparticles of ceria have been

studied since the early 1970s, but they were poorly

characterized.14,15 In recent years, substantial progress has

been made thanks to the use of better synthesis methods

and sophisticated techniques for characterizing structural

and electronic properties.4,15�17

Images of high-resolution transmission electron micro-

scopy (HRTEM) for well-prepared ceria nanoparticles indi-

cate that in the size range of 3�10 nm the particles are

crystalline and their shape predominantly corresponds to

truncated octahedra defined by {111} and {100} facets; see

Figure 2.17 Classical molecular dynamics simulations18

strongly suggest that the octahedral shape of such nano-

particles is inherent to this size of ceria nanoparticles.

Neither in the atomistic models nor in the experiment were

{110} facets detected in significant concentration, in spite of
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the higher stability of the (110) surface compared to the

(100) surface in bulk ceria. Employing a bottom-up ap-

proach, the structure and energetics of stoichiometric ceria

clusters CenO2n (n = 2�20 and n = 50) were investigated

using simulated annealing and interionic potentials.19 The

lattice energy decreased with increasing n. Only for the

largest nanoparticles was the fluorite structure of bulk ceria

clearly observed. Small nanoparticles exhibited a nearly

amorphous structure. It is important to note that there is

direct experimental evidence that the reducibility of Ceria

has a dependency on its crystallinity.20 In general, the

energy required to reduce the CenO2n systems increased

with particle size, but large fluctuations were also observed.

The reduction of the ceria nanoparticles was structure sensi-

tive, being easier in systems with a low degree of crystal-

linity. In general, this prediction has been verified in the case

of ceria nanoparticles dispersed onmetal surfaces,5,9,11,13 as

we will see below.

Recently DFT-based calculations were used to study a

series of ceria nanoparticles (CeO2�x)m with m e 85.21�23

The main focus of these studies was on the perfectly

octahedral and truncated (cub-) octahedral particles which

were obtained by cutting a particle from bulk ceria via the

(111) and (100) crystallographic planes (see Figure 3). An

important finding of these studies was that partially re-

duced Ce3þ cations tend to occupy low-coordinated sur-

face positions whereas Ce4þ cations strongly prefer to

reside at highly coordinated positions. Thus, Ce3þ species

in nonstoichiometric ceria particles are expected to strongly

affect the surface reactivity. The binding energies of the

clusters Ce19O32, Ce44O80, and Ce85O160 converged to the

bulk limit almost linearly with respect to the average co-

ordination number of Ce.

The theoretical calculations predict that the existence of

O vacancies and edge atoms in the ceria nanoparticles

drastically affects their reactivity toward molecules such as

CO, CO2, O2, and water, which are involved in CO oxidation

and the water-gas shift reaction.22,24

FIGURE 2. High resolution TEM of CeO2 nanoparticles showing facet
structures. Reprinted with permission from ref 17. Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 1. Top: Schematic of an inverse model catalyst. Bottom:
Images of scanning tunneling microscopy for inverse
CeOx/Cu2O/Cu(111) and CeOx/Au(111) model catalysts.

FIGURE 3. Octahedral Ceria nanoparticles cut in (111) from bulk CeO2

including (a) Ce19O32, (b) Ce44O80, and (c) Ce85O160.
21,23 Reprinted with

permission from ref 21. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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3. Growth Mode of Ceria Nanoparticles on
Metal Surfaces: Preparation of InverseOxide/
Metal Catalysts
Preparation of inversemodel catalysts usually takes place in

situ and in ultrahigh vacuum chambers so as tominimize the

exposure of ambient contaminants prior to experimenta-

tion. Cerium metal is vaporized at very high temperatures

using a commercial electron beam metal evaporator and

then deposited in an O2 environment (1�5 � 10�7 Torr)

onto a heated (∼600 K) metal substrate [Cu(111)]. This

process allows the cerium particles to be oxidized when

approaching and upon first contact with the metal surface

(Figure 4).

The Cu metal substrate when at elevated temperatures

and in an oxygen ambient will start to grow a thin oxide

layer (Cu2O) prior to the deposition of the ceria nanoparti-

cles. This oxidation process can be viewed in real time using

low-energy electronmicroscopy (LEEM) (Figure 5) in the form

ofwaves that cross the Cu terraces starting at step edges and

ultimately coalesce into a thin oxide film.25 Scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy (STM)26 and low-energy electron diffraction

(LEED) show that the surface is composed of a “44” recon-

struction of Cu2O
27 that is approached via several defected

oxide structures composed of pentagons and hexagons

termed a 5�7 structure of Cu2O.
26

The ceria nanoparticles grown on Cu(111) can have a

range of size distributions (1�30 nm) and are (111) oriented

on the surface exhibiting triangular shapes (Figure 6, left

side) and showing a preference to nucleate at step edges.

Growth temperature can influence the size of the particles,

with smaller particles forming at lower temperatures while

higher temperatures favor larger particles. Continued oxida-

tion of the inverse systems shows the spillover of oxygen

from ceria to copper in STM, and it is possible to observe the

mechanism through which Cu oxidizes.28 Deeper preoxida-

tion of the Cu surface also can affect the growth of the Ceria

particles with rectangular and (100) oriented particles ob-

served when Cu(111) is preoxidized heavily with NO2 to
FIGURE4. Schematic of evaporation process (top). Growth of CeOx on a
Cu(111) surface (bottom).

FIGURE5. STM:Cu(111) oxidation toCu2Ovia a5�7defected structure to the “44” reconstructedCu2O(111) at a total of 200LofO2 (left).
25 LEEM:Real

time oxidation of Cu(111) with the resulting “44” reconstruction of Cu2O(111) (right).26
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form Cu4O3.
29 The shape andmorphology of the supported

ceria nanoparticles is determined by strong interactionswith

themetal or oxide substrate, and one can find structures not

seen in the case of nonsupported ceria nanoparticles.

In the literature, studies have been published for the

deposition of ceria nanoparticles or films on close packed

metal surfaces of Ni,30 Cu,31 Rh,32 Ru,33,34 Pd,35 Re,36 Pt,37,38

and Au.5Well-ordered films were characterized at the atom-

ic scale with STM in the cases of Cu(111), Ru(0 0 0 1),

Rh(1 1 1), Pt(111), and Au(111). In principle, all of these

systems can be used as inverse oxide/metal catalysts if one

reduces the ceria coverage to sub-monolayer amounts gen-

erating only nanoparticles of this oxide. In the next section,

we will describe studies that illustrate the special catalytic

properties of ceria nanoparticles supported on Cu(111) and

Cu2O/Cu(111).

4. Fundamental Studies of Catalytic Reactions
To date the inverse model CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) catalyst

shown in Figure 6 has been used to study two common

reactions: the water-gas shift and CO oxidation.11,28 On

plain Cu(111), these reactions have been studied extensively

both experimentally39,40 and theoretically.41,42 Bulk CeO2

yields no activity toward either of these reactions, but the

addition of a small amount of ceria nanoparticles to Cu(111)

remarkably improves catalytic activity by several orders of

magnitude, offering a new approach to activate copper

surfaces.11,28 The inverse CeOx/Cu2O/Cu(111) system has

been studied with a cross section of tools including experi-

ments with STM to understand surface structural modifica-

tions; reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS),

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and near edge

X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) to identify surface

intermediates and chemical state of the surface; ambient

pressure XPS to study the catalyst under reaction conditions

and activity testing in a microreactor to determine

performance.11,28 Theoretical modeling using advanced

DFT techniqueswas also used to elucidate likelymechanistic

pathways and the stability of reaction intermediates. In the

following section, we take a more specific look at both the

WGS and CO oxidation reactions over CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111)

and CeOx/Cu(111) surfaces.

a. Water Gas Shift Reaction. The water-gas shift reaction

offers the ability to deliver clean H2 to many technological

applications.43 This reaction is undertaken in the industry

either using FeOx/CrOx based catalysts for high-temperature

(573�773 K) processes or Cu based catalysts for low tem-

perature (<520K) processes.43 For the two reactionmechan-

isms commonly proposed for this reaction (redox and carboxyl/

associative), themost critical step (or the rate limiting step) is

associated with the dissociation of H2O to give OH.41

TABLE

associative mechanism redox mechanism

CO (g) f CO (a) CO (g) f CO (a)
H2O (g) f H2O (a) H2O (g) f H2O (a)
H2O (a) f OH (a) þ H (a) H2O (a) f OH (a) þ H (a)
CO (a) þ OH (a) f COOH (a) OH (a) f O (a) þ H (a)
COOH (a) f CO2 (g) þ H (a) OH (a)þOH (a)fH2O (a)þO (a)
COOH (a)þOH (a)f CO2 (a)þH2O (a) CO (a) þ O (a) f CO2 (a)
CO2 (a) f CO2 (g) CO2 (a) f CO2 (g)
H (a) þ H (a) f H2 (g) H (a) þ H (a) f H2

Under WGS reaction conditions, the CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111)

system seen in Figure 1 or 6 transforms into CeOx/Cu(111).
11

Cu(111) has a steep activation barrier to overcome for

dissociating H2O (Ea = 0.9�1.4 eV). This barrier is consider-

ably lowered in the presence of ceria nanoparticles, making

the dissociation of H2O more energetically favorable for

the inverse catalyst.11 This manifests in a considerably

improved activity for the production of H2 as depicted in

Figure 7, where the CeOx/Cu(111) catalysts is compared to

other Cu based systems.

From this Arrhenius plot, we can learn that Cu(111) is the

least active catalyst and it is clear from a comparison with a

markedly improved Cu(100) that the reaction is structure

sensitive.39,44 If the Cu is in the form of nanoparticles and

then supported on CeO2(111), as a conventional supported

model catalyst (Cu/CeO2(111)), there is a further improve-

ment in activity on account of the Cu nanoparticles that

become activated on CeO2(111). This system opens an

interface between the Cu nanoparticles and the bulk cerium

oxide. However, the inverse catalyst is considerably better

than all the other models showing that the properties of the

FIGURE 6. STM: (Left) STM of triangular CeO2 nanoparticles oriented in
(111) with oxygen spillover on Cu2O substrate. (Right) STM of rectan-
gular CeO2 nanoparticles oriented in (100) on Cu4O3. Reprinted with
permission from ref 29. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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oxide nanoparticle are unique, and the interaction with the

Cu substrate, in particular the interface, is very important to

lowering the barrier to H2O dissociation and the subsequent

reaction with CO that leads to the production of H2.
11 Post

mortemXPS analysis of the inverse catalyst showed that the

oxide nanoparticles were rich in Ce3þwhile the support was

Cu0. This is different from the supported catalystwhere there

Ce3þ was only a minority component in the post mortem

analysis and potentially explains the difference in activity

due to the simple fact that ceria “3þ” sites remain exposed to

the stream of reactants while in the supported catalyst remain

occupied bymetal particles. Many of the features observed for

the WGS on a model CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) catalyst has also

been observed for powder CeO2/CuO catalysts.13 In both

systems the copper oxide is fully reducedwhile a large amount

of Ce3þ is formed under reaction conditions. This Ce3þ is

directly involved in the dissociation of water.11,13

b. CO Oxidation. Remediation of carbon monoxide, a

commonly found noxious gas, is important to several tech-

nological areas including automotive exhausts catalysis that

seeks to limit pollutant emissions; fuel cell applications

where CO tends to poison PEM catalysts; and synthesis gas

conversion where the CO preferential oxidation reaction

(PROX) usually follows the WGS to remove any residual CO.

In these processes, the easiest way to remove CO is to

convert it to CO2 through oxidation with O2 (2CO þ O2 f

2CO2). CuOx and copper-oxide-based catalysts have shown

great promise toward this reaction and often are the stan-

dard for regular and H2 rich (PROX) reactions. In fact, high

surface area powder catalysts with an inverse CeO2/CuO

configuration have demonstrated superior performance for

the oxidation of CO.12

O2(g) f O2(a)

CO(g) f CO(a)

O2(a) f O(a)þO(a)

CO(a)þO(a) f CO2(a)

CO2(a) f CO2(g)

The role of the Ceria nanoparticles and the Cu support in

this inverse configurationwas challenging to understand.

An inverse model catalysts composed of CeO2/Cu2O/

Cu(111) was used to study this process in a systematic

and fundamental way.28

Catalytic testing was performed with these model sys-

tems using a batch reactor with CO (20 Torr) andO2 (10 Torr)

at a range of temperatures from 550 to 700 K. These results

showed that the presence of ceria nanoparticles on the

Cu(111) substrate improved considerably the activity with

respect to the Cu(111) substrate alone (Figure 8). In a set of

experiments, the combination of XPS and STM established

that the supported ceria nanoparticles were quite efficient

for adsorbing and dissociating the O2 molecule, with a

subsequent spilling of O to the copper substrate and an

enhancement in the rate of CuOx formation.28 DFT calcula-

tions for these inverse catalysts corroborated the impor-

tance of the role of the ceria nanoparticles.28 They identified

that ceria nanoparticles in the oxide/metal configuration

had special electronic properties clearly evident in the DOS

of the system. These electronic properties provided good

stability to supported ceria and at the same time enough

activity to dissociate O2. Furthermore, the O deposited on

the ceria by dissociation of O2 could be removed by direct

reaction with CO. In Figure 9, the reduction with CO in all

cases is muchmore favored than the oxidation with O2. This

makes possible the closure of a catalytic cycle for CO oxida-

tion. Due to their special electronic and chemical properties,

the supported ceria nanoparticles alone could catalyze the

oxidation of CO. However, in the actual process, one could

have interaction of adsorbed COwith oxygen directly on top

of ceria or on the copper substrate after spillover of the

oxygen. The place of reaction will be determined by the rate

of adsorption of COon ceria, copper oxide, or the interface of

the oxides. Thus, the configuration of the inverse oxide/

metal catalyst opens new interesting routes for applications

in catalysis.

FIGURE 7. Arrhenius plot of Cu based catalysts including Cu(111),
Cu(100), Cu/CeO2(111), and CeO2�x/Cu(111). PCO = 20 Torr; PH2O =
10 Torr; T = 575, 600, 625, and 650 K. Reprinted with permission from
ref 11. Copyright 2009 Wiley and Sons.
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It was found that the CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) catalysts have

activities for the 2CO þ O2 f 2CO2 reaction that are

comparable or larger than those reported for surfaces of

expensive noble metals such as Rh(111), Pd(110), and

Pt(100).28 CeOx nanoparticles also can be added to noble-

metal surfaces to enhance their activity for CO oxidation,45,46

but these systems are not as active and seem to behave in a

different way with respect to the CeO2/Cu2O/Cu(111) system

where ceria is very efficient for the dissociation of O2 and

accelerates the oxidation of the copper substrate.

5. Ceria Nanoparticles and Surface
Reconstructions
One of the major goals of catalysis research is the under-

standing of structural and surface changes induced by the

presence of adsorbates.47 Having the ability to control or

influence surface changes is important to ultimately drive

reactions toward designed products. However, the behavior

of metals, oxides and the effect of oxides on these catalyst

surfaces during a reaction remain relatively unexplored; con-

trolling adsorbate induced changes remains challenging. Re-

constructions or transformations of ametal surface can lead to

changes in the steps of a catalytic process as a result of

structural and electronic effects. On one hand, different surface

geometries can provide different sites for molecules to bond.

Andon theotherhand, adifference in electronic properties can

produce a change in the way in which electrons localized

in active sites respond to reactants. Cu(111) surfaces have

never been reported to undergo surface reconstructions upon

contact with a reactant such as O2, however higher index

surfaces such as Cu(115) and Cu(119) facet upon contact with

oxygen.48

Our structural studies of the inverse catalysts have led us

to discover a unique relationship between the CeOx nano-

particles and theCu(111) substrate.49During the preparation

of CeOx nanoparticles, a deep oxidation of the Cu(111)

surface can occur that takes the oxide layer from Cu2O to

CuO1�x through amechanism that involves the dissociation

of O2 on ceria sites and spillover of O onto the Cu substrate

as discussed in the previous section.28 This CeOx/CuO1�x

surface when heavily reduced using CO (5 � 10�7 Torr,

600 K), which is the typical reducing agent found in both the

WGS and the CO oxidation reactions, leaves the Cu(111)

substrate with a massive surface reconstruction as depicted

using LEEM in Figure 10 below. COattacks all components of

the inverse CeO2/CuO1�x/Cu(111) catalyst removing O

(CO þ O f CO2) from both the CeO2 (Ce4þ f Ce3þ) and

the CuO1�x(Cu
2þf Cu1þf Cu0), but in particular moves the

Cu atoms to form microterraces that cover 25�35% of the

surface.48 This process depends exclusively on the CeOx

nanoparticles and the preoxidation process and is not ob-

served on either Cu2O/Cu(111) or the as grown CeOx/Cu(111)

surface upon reduction with CO under similar conditions.

When one compares the WGS activity of this massively

reconstructed (mr) surface to that of the as grown (reg) CeOx/

Cu(111) surface (Arrhenius plot in Figure 10), it is evident that

the reconstruction can lead to an increase in H2 production

and the rate of theWGS reaction. In a relative comparison of

the Cu(111) and CeOx/Cu(111)-mr surfaces, one finds that

the activation energy decreases from 18 to 7 kcal/mol.49 As

discussed above, studies for the as grown CeOx/Cu(111)

surface showed that the presence of CeOx nanoparticles

aids in the dissociation of H2O, a step that was difficult for

Cu(111), and contributes to the high WGS activity of the

FIGURE 8. Arrhenius plot of Cu based catalysts including Cu(111), and
CeO2�x/Cu(111) at CO (20 Torr) þ O2 (10 Torr).

FIGURE 9. Top view of the optimized structures of the particles (a)
Ce6O13, (b) Ce6O16, and (c) Ce6O19. The energies involved in the
interconversionbyoxidative�reductive cycleswithO2or COare shown.
Atom colors: Ce (white), O (soft-red), and Cu (golden). Reprinted with
permission from ref 28. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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inverse catalyst. However, in this instance, the reconstructed

surface goes further with its Cumicroterraces likely involved

in further enhancing the rate of H2O dissociation. Indeed,

postreaction characterization with XPS showed a much

higher abundance of Cu�OH species on the reconstructed

surface than on the unreconstructed CeOx/Cu surface. XPS

proved that remarkably the dissociation of water was occur-

ring in twopaths on the reconstructed surface: over theCeOx

nanoparticles and over the Cu sites on the microterraces.48

These active siteswere thenable to yield anenhancement in

activity for theWGS reaction. The data in Figure 10 illustrate

the tremendous effects that oxide nanoparticles can have

on the structural and chemical properties of metal surfaces.

6. Conclusions
Inverse model catalysts are an ideal test bed for studying

catalytic processes. Thesemodelsprovideauniqueopportunity

to undertake fundamental investigations into the structure,

active components, and mechanistic pathways using experi-

mental (STM, XPS, LEEM) and theoretical (DFT) tools. In the

previous sections, we have focused on studies for the deposi-

tion of ceria nanoparticles on Cu2O/Cu(111) or Cu(111). Similar

studies also could be performed for systems involving nano-

particles of ceria dispersed on Ni,30 Rh,32 Ru,33,34 Pd,35 Re,36

Pt,37,38 and Au.5 Furthermore, instead of using ceria, one could

deposit nanoparticles of titania5,6 or ironoxide50�52 on topof a

metal surface. Thus, in the future, other inverse systems similar

to the CeOx/Cu(111) model but composed of different oxide/

metal combinations will be able to provide insights into

structure�reactivity relationshipswhile identifying key compo-

nents that drive catalytic reactions aimed toward selective

chemical products. In an inverse oxide/metal catalyst, one

takes advantage of the special properties that oxide nanopar-

ticles have. These special properties can be useful for funda-

mental studies, as shownabove,or for thepreparationofhighly

active high-surface area powders.12,13
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